
Partner Guide

Unleash your inner scientist.The Bay Area Science Festival is organized by SEP, a 
program of the University of California, San Francisco

Join the Effort!
The engine of the festival is collaboration, a hallmark of the Bay Area. It is essential to have a wide variety of part-
ners delivering a spectrum of programming illustrating the depth and diversity of science. In collaboration with 
local museums, educational institutions, non-profit organizations and businesses, the festival will provide numer-
ous varied and unique opportunities to explore science topics relevant to our daily lives and the critical issues of 
our time. Together, we will provide high-impact, high-value experiences to foster science learning and emphasize 
the scientific habits of mind (problem-solving, reasoning, communication, and making connections).

While a number of programs are already under development, we look forward to having a robust programming 
schedule that includes events, both big and small, and those created for local neighborhoods or large public 
audiences. It is our hope that the result of offering many programs, reaching countless Bay Area residents, as one 
branded effort will no doubt be greater than the sum of its parts.

Partner activities will fall into three distinct categories of participation:
1.	 Leverage	Your	Existing	Programs - Our primary focus is to highlight all the great events already happening 

to a wider audience. It is likely that much of what you already do can be included in the festival.
2.	 Collaborate	on	“Signature	Programming”	- The events and activities that will form the foundation of the 

overall schedule are as “Signature Programs.” These events will be the most highlighted and promoted of the 
festival week. Given the scope and magnitude, partners will be key to the success of these programs. 

3.	 Exhibit	at	the	Science	Carnivals - The science carnivals will be a place for all science groups, regardless of 
size, to create a family-friendly, large-scale science celebration with hundreds of activities, performances, and 
demonstrations.

“I want us all to think about new and creative ways to engage 
young people in science and engineering, like science festivals,    
robotics competitions, and fairs that encourage young people 
to create, build, and invent -- to be makers of things, not just         
consumers of things.”
	 -	President	Obama’s	Address	to	the	National	Academies	of	Sciences
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Partner Categories
We recognize every partner brings a unique perspective to festival. As such, the following categories of partner-
ships have been developed:
Core	Partners: A select group of museums, universities, and professional laboratories spearheading the initiative 
to ensure a sustainable and annual event.
Program	Partners: Local museums, educational institutions, non-profit organizations and businesses that can 
create and deliver science programming or provide a venue for a programming.
Community	Partners: Local youth education groups, neighborhood and community groups, religious organi-
zations or houses of worship, parent groups and ethnic organizations who would not necessarily do their own 
programming, but could bring audiences to events and offer venues for programming.

Partner Benefits
Greater	Exposure

• A primary goal of the Bay Area Science Festival is to showcase the many science, technology, engineering, 
and math related events and learning opportunities available at partnering organizations throughout the 
area. 

• Expected festival audience is over 40,000 people.
• All partners and collaborators will be highlighted on the festival website. Partners can also utilize the 

website to ongoingly promote year-round events via the Bay Area Science Calendar. 
• Festival specific partner programs and events taking place during festival will be included in the compre-

hensive festival marketing and social media campaign.

Collaboration
• The Bay Area Science Festival will provide a unique opportunity for STEM organizations throughout the 

region to work together to showcase the vast resources in the community. 
• BASF will create a sustainable network of scientists and science organizations (researchers, businesses, ISE 

providers, etc) that will have lasting implications for all organizations involved. 

New	Audiences
• The Bay Area Science Festival represents a unique and exciting opportunity to positively engage a vast 

new audience in science. 
• By participating in the festival, your organization will have the opportunity to attract members of this 

new audience not only to your events, activities, and exhibits that take place during the festival, but also 
to your year-round programming.

Signature	Programs
• Direct advertising and program support for all signature events.
• Participating organizations in BASF Signature programming receive Silver sponsorship status.
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Core Program Areas
Science	Conversations
Highlighting exciting careers in science and fostering debate on pressing issues of the day, Science Conversa-
tions will be designed to increase scientific dialogue for people of all ages. This program area is focused on direct 
interactions between scientists and residents. 
Example programs within this area:

• Wonder Dialogues - A high profile lecture series featuring multiple researchers discussing aspects of cut-
ting edge scientific research and relevance to society.

• Science Café Night - Coordinated science café night (informal science discussions in bars and cafes) in a 
particular neighborhood.

• One City, One Science Book - In coordination with public library, a series of book discussions, author talks, 
and evening events revolving around a specific science book.

• Scientists in Schools - Local scientists giving talks at schools and in classrooms emphasizing careers in sci-
ence.

Science	Explorations
From research labs to eco-systems, Science Explorations will help reveal the science in and around the area, 
featuring behind-the-scenes opportunities at research laboratories, helping them to explore local ecosystems 
and nature preserves, and giving them a glimpse through the microscopes and telescopes that explore worlds 
beyond sight. This program area is designed to spur individual discovery, promote civic pride and encourage a 
better understanding of our region’s unique science footprint.

Example programs within this area:
• Science Hikes - Guided nature hikes and walks with a strong science theme.
• OpenLabs - Pairing of a school with professional/academic lab for a unique behind the scenes tour. 
• Science/Art Walk - Local galleries in a neighborhood hosting an evening art walk featuring inspired sci-

ence art.

Science	Carnivals
It’s always festival time in the Bay Area! This program brings the fun and excitement of science to a huge crowd. 
In conjunction with local science outreach groups, the Science Carnivals will have hundreds of hands on activi-
ties, numerous performances, interactive demonstrations, and family-oriented science entertainment. Opening 
carnival hosted at Cal State East Bay, culminating carnival at AT&T Park.
Example ways to participate at carnivals:

• Exhibit a hands-on-activity
• Host a special program/performance
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Programming
The creation of programming will occur in two ways:

• Signature Programs: These programs will created and executed by our core partners and represent the 
festival highlights, with a target of 10 events. The bulk of promotional dollars will be spent on these pro-
grams. Signature programs will be developed through the Steering Committee.

• Partner Programs: Programming created by other organizations—museums, educational institutions, 
cultural institutions—for ongoing education opportunities. These programs will be highlighted via the 
website, which will become a hub for public science events in the region.

Programming	Filters: All programs will be guided by a set of five filters or criteria:
• Wow! Fun, exciting, cool, clever, experiential, hands‐on, and conveying the sense of awe and wonder that is 

at the heart of scientific discovery and achievement.
• Relevant: Addressing important and timely issues of both today and the future, tied to career opportuni-

ties, and connected to our daily lives where possible.
• Accessible: Engaging, inclusive, understandable to the audience (manner of delivery, academic level of 

content, and geographic locale and logistics).
• Scientific Method: Clearly grounded in the scientific method and the scientific habits of mind (problem 

solving, reasoning, communication, and making connections).
• Doable: Deliverable at a high quality within the constraints of time and resources available.

Become a Partner
Making science engaging for the diverse region requires the entire scientific community. By becoming a partner, 
you can be part of a unique civic initiative that is part of a growing international movement. The benefits of par-
ticipating are countless—the ways to participate are limitless! Please contact Bay Area Science Festival Director 
Kishore Hari ( Kishore.Hari@ucsf.edu ) to get started.


